A SPECIAL GIFT OFFER FOR NEW REGULAR LAND DONORS!

A SPECIAL DONOR GIFT OFFER:

"Matrimandir—the Privilege" is a beautiful collection of inspiring poems by Aurovilian Anandi, combined with majestic photos of the Matrimandir. This lovely production is sponsored by AVI-Netherlands which has paid for the production costs and is printed with exquisite beauty by Auroville’s Prisma books.

To encourage regular land donations to A4A, AVI-Netherlands is offering free copies of "Matrimandir—the Privilege" to the first 6 people who say they will become regular A4A donors for a year by making donations in the amount of their choice via monthly or quarterly donations.

Josee Lamers, Chairperson of Auroville International Netherlands says: "I love Anandi’s poetry. To me her poems are sparkling drops in a tranquil ocean, juiced with a sense of humor and profoundness. Let’s welcome Anandi’s poetry as an inspirational art work. In the past we at AVI-Netherlands supported land purchase by donating Dutch art works to A4A’s Art for Land. Now we are supporting land purchase by encouraging regular donations to A4A directly."

TO BENEFIT FROM THIS BEAUTIFUL OFFER:

- Please send your donation intention to either AVI Netherlands at penningmeester@auroville.nu or to LFAU lfau@auroville.org.in
- You can make your donation directly to either unit by check or bank transfer. All the donation information you need is here at https://land.auroville.org/new-banking-information/
ANANDI is one of Auroville’s most prolific and inspiring poets. She began writing as a child in Argentina and composes in both English and Spanish. After 4 years at the Sri Aurobindo Ashram where she taught at the Ashram School, she came to Auroville in 1980. Since the start, Anandi has been conducting poetry and Creative Expression Workshops with adults and children, focusing on language as well as illustration. One of her works with Auroville children has been recognized and sponsored by the Indian Government Educational Publications unit.

"Matrimandir-the Privilege" is her most recent and possibly dearest creative project. The proceeds of all of her publications have been dedicated to raising money for the Matrimandir and for the land of Auroville. "Matrimandir-the Privilege" will soon be available in all the languages represented in Auroville’s International Zone.

Acres for Auroville warmly thanks Anandi and AVI Netherlands for this most beautiful support.